Detailed below is the alignment between the Foundation and related Modern Apprenticeship frameworks. This shows how much of the MA is covered on completion of the FA in the same subject. Completing the FA increases your employability across the 80+ MA frameworks, not only those listed below!

How to read this table:
- MA activity completed/part completed with FA
- Additional MA Requirement
- Not Required

### Industry Specific
- **Mandatory**
  - [ ]
- **Optional**
  - [ ]

### Core Skills
- [ ]

### Modern Apprenticeship
- [ ]

---

1. SVQ units completed according to assessment guidance/evidence required
2. Assumes same pathway: EG: FA Civil Engineering into MA Construction Technical Site Technical Support SVG & NC
3. Assumes same pathway: EG: FA Engineering Systems into MA Engineering for SVQ & NC
4. Although no overlapping content, the FA in SS Children and Young People leads directly to the MA at SCQF L7